We read the original study published by Chen *et al.* in your journal, "Traffic‐related air pollution and lung cancer: A meta‐analysis," with great interest.[1](#tca12440-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} The authors included 36 publications in the meta‐analysis and generally found that exposure to traffic‐related air pollution significantly increased the risk of lung cancer. The authors also conducted sub‐group analysis according to different exposures. Exposure to nitrogen dioxide (meta‐odds ratio \[OR\] 1.06, 95% confidence interval \[CI\] 0.99--1.13), nitrogen oxide (meta‐OR 1.04, 95% CI 1.01--1.07), sulfur dioxide (meta‐OR 1.03, 95% CI 1.02--1.05), and fine particulate matter (meta‐OR 1.11, 95% CI 1.00--1.22) were positively associated with a risk of lung cancer. Occupational exposure to air pollution among professional drivers significantly increased the incidence (meta‐OR 1.27, 95% CI 1.19--1.36) and mortality of lung cancer (meta‐OR 1.14, 95% CI 1.04--1.26). The authors made quality assessments for each included study according to the Strengthening the Reporting of Observational Studies in Epidemiology (STROBE) statement.[2](#tca12440-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} This is most important to guarantee the general quality of the meta‐analysis, as results and conclusions are untrustworthy if pooling data from poor quality original studies.[3](#tca12440-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} The authors did very well in this respect.

However, we found significant heterogeneity in the evaluation of the association between ambient exposure to nitrogen dioxide and lung cancer risk (I^2^ = 59%, *P* = 0.05), the relationship between ambient exposure to fine particulate matter and lung cancer (I^2^ = 64%, *P* = 0.02), and the risk of lung cancer incidence among professional drivers (I^2^ = 44%, *P* = 0.02). This significant heterogeneity limits the statistical power and conclusion.[4](#tca12440-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}

We suggest that the authors conduct meta‐regression analysis to evaluate the sources of the heterogeneity. Moreover, the conclusion of this meta‐analysis would be significantly more credible if the authors provide information on publication bias.
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